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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

ANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20

We began the 2019-2020 academic year with a 
focus on becoming more purposeful, intentional 
and committed to our outcomes than ever before. 
With the creation of FBB’s first ever Impact Team, 
you will see in this report that we have placed our 
outcomes at the heart of every decision from the 
frontline to our board. 

The question ‘how does that link to outcomes?’ 
is one you will now hear frequently in FBB. It is 
a demonstration of our commitment to ensuring 
everything that we do plays a role in supporting 
a young person to stay in school, achieve their 
GCSEs in English and Maths and develop the social 
and emotional skills necessary for a successful 
transition to adulthood. 

This 2019/20 Impact Report is testament to this 
commitment to the fundamentals of our approach. 
It assesses how we have performed in our four 
impact areas; school exclusions, GCSEs, attitude 
to self and school and Social and Emotional (SEL) 
skills. It shows that our young people’s risk of being 
excluded drops sharply as their relationships with P
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our staff and their FBB peers develops. It shows 
that our young people make big strides forward in 
their attitude to learning and social and emotional 
skills, with 60% of our young people improving 
their SEL scores over the course of the year. And 
crucially, it shows that this links to GCSE results 
with 78% of our programme graduates achieving 
their English and Maths GCSEs (compared to 56% 
of disadvantaged young people nationally01) which 
we know are the key stepping stone to adult life.

It also contains the key pillars of the programme 
model: the classroom and pitch curriculum, trips 
and therapeutic interventions. The latter is a new 
addition to our programme model this year and 
involves one-to-one therapeutic support for our 
most at risk students. Although the year was cut 
short due to school closures, we are still happy 
to share that 98% of our young people on our 
programme finished the year in school.

By comparing the data for young people on each 
year of our four year programme, we are also proud 
to share  that the rate at which young people on the 
FBB programme are excluded or manage-moved 
declines as the more time that they spend on it. This 
bucks the trend nationally, whereby school exclusions 
increase annually between the ages of 10-14.

Our central commitment of building trusting, 
consistent relationships to deliver impact with young 
people meant that pre-Covid, we hadn’t cancelled 
a single session out of the more than 4,000 we’d 
delivered since our very first session at The 
Archbishop Lanfranc Academy in February 2014.

The closing of schools in March brought an end 
to this six year, unblemished run. For the first time 
in our history we had to tell our young people that 
there wouldn’t be a session in that initial week of 
school closure. Within three weeks, however, our 
team had launched the FBB Virtual School. We are 

proud to report that we were able to reach 93% 
of the total cohort to ensure young people stayed 
happy, healthy and engaged in their school work 
during the pandemic.

Despite all the changes to location and 
methodology, the fundamentals haven’t changed. 
If anything, this unique year has only reinforced 
our commitment to social and emotional skills and 
trusting, consistent relationships as the key drivers 
of success at school. This was recognised by the 
University of Sussex and the innovation foundation 
Nesta who conducted an independent review of our 
impact and concluded that our programme “shows 
a statistically significant improvement in overall 
social and emotional skills over time.”02

This year has also shown how crucial schools are 
as a place of community and belonging for our 
young people. The stories of our young people - 
as evident throughout case studies in this report 
-, sitting at home bored, desperate to get back to 
see their friends and teachers, has brought further 
zeal to our determination to end all preventable 
school exclusions.

01. FFT Education Datalab, 2020
02. The Future Ready Fund: Evaluation findings

https://ffteducationdatalab.org.uk/2020/09/gcse-results-2020-did-attainment-gaps-increase/
https://www.nesta.org.uk/project-updates/future-ready-fund-evaluation-findings/
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OUR MISSION
FBB supports young people who are passionate 
about football but disengaged at school in order to 
help them finish school with the skills and grades to 
make a successful transition into adulthood. We do 
this by providing long-term, intensive support, built 
around relationships and young people’s passions, 
in the classroom and beyond.

THE YEAR AT
A GLANCE

FINISH SCHOOL

of our young people finished 
the year in school.

GRADES

of our young people achieved a 
Level 4 or above in their English 

and maths GCSEs.

98%
SKILLS

of our young people improved 
their SEL scores over the course 

of the year.

78%60%
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In line with our trajectory over the past six years, 
2019-20 was another year of growth for FBB. 
761 participants took part in more than 3 FBB 
sessions, and were part of our tracked cohort, 
which was a 24% increase in participants from 
the previous year.

Of the 761 young people we worked with this year, 567 (75%) were boys, and 194 
(25%) were girls. 

We continued to grow our reach in the North West, expanding from 93 young people 
in 2018-19 to 222 in 2019-20. 

We ask schools to follow our enrollment criteria to ensure that every FBB group 
has a similar mix of young people, which enables us to best achieve our outcomes 
with all of them. This year, 28% of our young people were identified as being at 
risk of exclusion, 50% were identified as being disengaged learners, and 22% were 
identified 
as role models in school.

OUR YOUNG
PEOPLE

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

TOTAL
NUMBERS

210

14

293

19

612

37

761

46
TOTAL

PROJECTS
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ETHNICITY
STATS

White & Black Caribbean

White & Black African

Pakistani

Black Caribbean

Black African

White British

Other Asian

Other Black

Other Mixed

Other White

Other Ethnic

29%

25%

11%

7%

7%

2%

4%

4%

4%

5%

1%
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OUR YOUNG PEOPLE

“Towards the end of the academic year 2018/19 
we recognised we had a significant cohort of 
disaffected, Year 8 boys - some who were on 
the fringe of permanent exclusion. The school 
has pupils who live in an area of a high level of 
deprivation (75% disadvantaged pupils across 
the school) and the identified boys had a mix 
of behavioural difficulties resulting in numerous 
exclusions alongside extremely poor attendance. 
Some of the boys had low confidence and 
low self-esteem and hid this behind their 
poor, and at times, anti-social behaviour. We 
warmly welcomed FBB into our school for 
the opportunity to discuss the power of their 
programme to be able to deliver a successful 
and positive approach for our pupils towards 
school and their studies. We immediately 
saw the impact of their work invested in other 
schools and their belief in their model and its 
ability to make a real difference was tangible.”
– Emma Atkinson, Associate Headteacher, Harrop Fold School

ANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20

This year, we have ethnicity data for 99% of our young people. Our 2019-20 cohort was:
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KAYA
KEMNAL TECHNOLOGY COLLAGE,
YEAR 1 – SELF AWARENESS

Kaya began working with FBB in September 2019. 
He was a passionate and talented football player 
who was respected among his peers, but if he felt 
he had been treated unfairly, he would react in a 
way that would cause disruption. At times he shied 
away from contributing unless a question was 
directly asked of him. 

Since working with FBB, Kaya has shown an 
unwavering commitment to the programme. 
His self-regulation in classroom sessions was 
better than it was on the football pitch, and 
through lesson observations, it became clear 
that he maintained this discipline and good 
attitude with his teachers in other lessons, too. 
His organisational skills were identified as a real 

strength and his practitioners, Pedro and Antar, 
have drawn on this quality by providing him with 
additional responsibility in sessions. 

Kaya has been consistently praised for his 
improvement both at home and at school, and 
this has boosted Kaya’s perception of himself and 
led to an increased confidence and willingness to 
contribute in his school lessons and FBB sessions. 

Kaya has been involved with numerous FBB Virtual 
School Sessions, including the football project with 
MUNDIAL, where he took part in a masterclass 
in football writing from one of the UK’s foremost 
football, culture and lifestyle magazines.

“When Kaya was first identified for the FBB programme, he 
was an academically bright student but socially he could 
struggle. Kaya could be quiet and lacked confidence. As a 
result certain situations could be difficult for him to navigate. 
After the first few weeks of being part of the FBB group we 
saw a significant change in his attitude and character. Around 
school we saw a much more confident student that socially 
had improved vastly. Kaya was mixing with boys in the FBB 
group that outside of the sessions he wouldn’t normally mix 
with. He seemed to have more fluidity mixing with groups and 
therefore had a wider circle of friends that could support him 
and enable this positive change that we had seen to continue.”
– Michael Heron, Head of Behaviour, Kemnal Technology College

ANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20
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MAHNOOR
MARSDEN HEIGHTS COMMUNITY COLLEGE, 
YEAR 1 – SOCIAL AWARENESS

Mahnoor is a passionate young woman with a 
huge personality. However, she started FBB with 
little willingness to engage in sessions and found 
it difficult to find her space within the group 
dynamic. She would tend to approach tasks alone, 
and would often receive behaviour points for 
asking inappropriate questions. Our practitioners 
created an environment where Mahnoor’s 
contributions were welcomed for her insights 
and passionate opinions, and after additional 1:1 
support, Mahnoor began to generate more positive 
behaviour points than negative ones. 

At the start of lockdown Mahnoor struggled to 
adapt. After a few challenging weeks, she began 
to attend virtual sessions more and demonstrated 
a willingness to engage in difficult conversations 
about life during lockdown. Through weekly 1:1s 
and target setting, Mahnoor was able to build 
more positive relationships across the group and 
the dynamic between her and some of the other 
girls within the group seemed to shift within the 
digital space. During the virtual school, Mahnoor 

wrote a powerful poem that was illustrated by a 
professional and featured on the FBB Instagram 
page, and she also took part in the Still Life 
creative project.

Mahnoor is a young Muslim woman who is proud 
of her heritage. This pride led her towards an 
idea - a project focused around the importance of 
the hijab and Muslim representation in sport. We 
thought it was fantastic, so we created a summer 
school project for Mahnoor and other girls across 
FBB’s programmes to take part in. 

Mahnoor thrived during this project and offered 
insightful critiques of how Muslim women are 
currently represented in football, and suggested 
solutions to making football a more welcoming 
place. She was credited by her Headteacher 
during the FBB Digital Showcase for her 
willingness to share her feelings and work with a 
public audience, and has since developed into a 
real leader of her group.

CASE STUDY
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FBB exists to support young people to stay in 
school, as we recognise schools as a place of 
safety where crucial, meaningful relationships 
with peers and adults can develop. By staying in 
school and developing the Social and Emotional 
Skills referenced throughout this report, we aim 
to support young people to succeed in their 
English and maths GCSEs. 

This year 98% of our young people finished the 
year in school.

� 93% of our At Risk cohort were not excluded 
or manage−moved from school (182 of 195 
participants)

� 99% of our At Risk and Passive Learners were 
not excluded from school (496 of 499 participants)

IMPACT AREA
EXCLUSIONS & MANAGED MOVES

IMPACT AREA
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The exclusion and manage-moved rate for our 
young people declines as they spend more time 
with FBB.

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

Whilst we continue to strive for 100% of our 
participants staying in school across each year 
group, having our outcomes increase yearly 
suggests that we are having a strong impact on 
preventing school exclusions. Nationally, school 
exclusions increase annually between the ages 
of 10−14, whilst this is not the case for FBB 
participants.

Of the 16 young people who were excluded or 
managed move:

� 7 were permanently excluded in Year 1 of FBB

� 6 were manage−moved in Year 1 of FBB

� 3 were manage−moved in Year 2 of FBB

97.6%
98.3%
100%

ANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20
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FBB have been amazing these last two years, their ability to connect in a 
positive light with some of our most challenging and complex students has 
been outstanding. The team which have been part of our school community, go 
above and beyond to provide life changing experiences to our young people. 
Even through these unprecedented times the FBB team have maintained 
regular contact with the cohort of students, providing constant reassurance 
during this strange time. I personally would like to thank every single member 
of the team as they have made a monumental impact on the students they have 
worked with but also on the Sedgehill community.
– James Potter, Deputy Headteacher, Sedgehill School

ANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20 IMPACT AREA
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Whilst the development of a young person’s social and emotional skills has 
inherent value, there is a strong evidence base that demonstrates the link 
between strong social and emotional skills and academic attainment. The 
GCSE results from our cohorts over the previous three years demonstrate that. 
In 2019/20, 78% of our largest cohort to date achieved a Level 4 or above in 
both their English03 and Maths GCSEs, compared to the national average of 
disadvantaged pupils at 56%04.

03. Students who achieved a Grade 4 in at least one of English Literature or English Language

04. FFT Education Datalab, 2020

Grade 4 
or Above

2019/20 RESULTS

COHORT NUMBERS

E&M 78%

88%

80%

Boys

31

56%

N/A

N/A

Girls

19

English

Maths

All

50

FBB
Cohort

National
Average for

Disadvantaged
Students*IMPACT AREA

GCSE ATTAINMENT IN ENGLISH & MATHS
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IMPACT MEASURE: GL ASSESSMENT PASS 
SURVEY RESULTS FOR STUDENTS IN YEAR 1 
AND YEAR 2 OF FBB

Students who have received a year of support 
from FBB have a stronger attitude to learning than 
students who have not received any FBB support. 

We compared baseline PASS scores for young 
people who had received one year of support 
from FBB with those who had just started on the 
programme. We found that young people who had 
received a year of FBB support have a stronger 
Attitude to Learning and perception of themselves 
as learners than young people who had just 
started FBB. Results for young people in Year 2 of 
the programme were stronger across all factors 
assessed in PASS.

THE BIGGEST DIFFERENCE IN SCORES 
BETWEEN YEAR 1 & 2 WERE CONCERNING:

� Attitudes to attendance (which is highly 
correlated with actual school attendance05)

� Feelings about school

� Preparedness for learning (which is highly 
correlated with pupils being at risk of behavioural 
difficulties06)

� Perceived learning capability 

This suggests that FBB’s curriculum - with its 
focus on Social and Emotional Learning and 
its explicit link to school - is impacting young 
people’s perceptions of themselves as learners, 
and their experiences of school. Whilst we are 
very pleased with these findings, we are keen to 
continue testing this area further next year, where 
we will assess changes over time in PASS and 
DSECs scores.

05. Children’s Wellbeing: Pupil Attitudes to Self and 
School Report 2018
06. iBid

Learner Self 
Regard

Perceived Learning 
Capabilities

Feelings About 
School

Preparedness For 
Learning

Attitudes to 
Teachers

General Work 
Ethic

Confidence in 
Learning

Attitudes to 
Attendance

Response to 
Curriculum

YEAR 1 & 2: CHANGES IN ATTITUDE

50

8

7

9

10

7

11

12

66

54

56

50

52

67

50

58

47

47

40

45

56

38

Yr.1 Yr.2 Change Yr.1/2

40

62

49

12

9

IMPACT AREA
ATTITUDE TO SELF & SCHOOL

IMPACT AREA
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https://ffteducationdatalab.org.uk/2020/09/gcse-results-2020-did-attainment-gaps-increase/
https://www.gl-assessment.co.uk/media/294651/childrenswellbeingreport2018.pdf
https://www.gl-assessment.co.uk/media/294651/childrenswellbeingreport2018.pdf
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IMPACT AREA
IMPROVEMENT IN BEHAVIOUR IN SCHOOL

IMPACT AREA
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With school closures in Term 2, we were not able to 
rely on school data to demonstrate our impact on our 
participants’ behaviour in school. We usually compare 
Term 1 and Term 3 behaviour points to see how our 
participants change over the course of the year. 

Instead this year, we asked teachers to reflect on 
the impact we have on young people outside of FBB 
sessions.

“There was a significant improvement in the behaviour of at 
least 80% of the boys. The boys became very good at holding 
each other to account outside of the sessions when they saw 
other students on the programme not showing themselves 
at their best. The number of negative sanctions decreased 
dramatically, and, just before the school closed due to Covid-19, 
a number of them were being rewarded for showing a positive 
attitude to their learning across most of their subjects.”
− Bradley Cornish, Assistant Principal: KS3 Achievement, Saint Gabriel’s College

ANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20
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We were able to compare Term 1 and Term 3 
DSECs results for 169 of our young people. 60% of 
our young people improved their SEL skills over the 
course of the year. 

The increase in SEL scores between Term 1 
and Term 3 is modest, from 3.08 to 3.19. Given 
the disruption that young people have faced 
with COVID-19, we believe that this increase 
demonstrates a high level of resilience in relation to 
our young people’s socio-emotional skills. 

68% of our young people who were at risk of 
exclusion improved their SEL skills. This is very 
encouraging as we believe that developing strong 
SEL skills is key to our at risk young people 
overcoming the barriers to their success in school. 

Young people who were in their second year of FBB 
had stronger SEL scores than young people in Year 
1 of the programme.

This is because the first year of our programme 

focuses on teaching SEL skills explicitly. Year 2 
builds on this knowledge and focuses on mastery 
of these skills. Young people not only speak the 
language of SEL, but they also apply the skills into 
their day to day life outside of sessions.

Whilst the matched comparison of Term 1 and Term 
3 showed an increase in our students’ SEL skills, we 
are aware that we only have matched survey results 
for 169 of our young people. As such, we are unable 
to use this measure alone to suggest that our 
programme is impacting young people’s SEL skills.

That said, we are still confident in this data point 
because when drawing the comparison between 
our baseline data for young people in Year 1 with 
young people in Year 2 (570 survey responses), we 
found that young people who had been with FBB 
for a year had stronger SEL skills than those who 
had just started.  

A full explanation of the methodology used is 
included in the methodology section of this report.

IMPACT AREA
SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL LEARNING

IMPACT AREA
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THEORY OF CHANGE
ASSETS

Our participants To do this, our 
participants take 
part in...

Football themed, 
SEL Curriculum

Reflection 
focused, game 
based football

Have fun and play 
out dealing with 
positive and negative 
emotions in a safe 
context

Use their passion for 
football to produce 
public products that 
they are proud to 
share

Love to play 
games

Are popular & 
influential

Behave 
disruptively

Hit their targets, 
receive praise & 
earn rewards

Remarkable trips 
linked to school 
engagement and 
behaviour

One to one 
‘Football 
Therapy’ with 
BACP qualified 
counsellors

Holiday and 
evening education 
programmes

Have exciting 
learning experiences 
and make new 
friends

Learn to identify and 
share their emotions 
and develop coping 
mechanisms

Develop positive 
habits and positive 
group norms and 
move from extrinsic 
to intrinsic motivation

Want to change & 
succeed

Know lots of 
people in their 
community

Don’t take part in 
formal activities 
outside in holidays 
& evenings

Spend their free 
time with positive 
role models

Have experienced 
trauma & ACEs

Process and 
understand their 
past experiences

Struggle to 
regulate their 
emotions

Develop core 
SEL skills & build 
relationships

Love football Struggle to focus 
in a classroom

Develop core SEL 
skills & re-frame 
their attitude to 
learning

But, our 
participants

With us, our 
participants

ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS

Through these 
activities, our 
participants

This progress 
means our 
participants...

Improved 
behaviour for 
learning

Improved Self-
Esteem

Behave better 
and stay in 
school

Improved Attitude 
to Learning

Which means our 
participants...

So that our 
participants...

Achieve the 
GCSE grades 
and social 
and emotional 
competencies 
to make a 
successful 
transition into 
adulthood

Our participants 
go on to lead 
fulfilling lives 
as valued 
members of their 
community

Which will mean 
that...

We do this because...

Students will engage with learning 
if they see the purpose of it and are 
passionate about the subject matter

Football represents a safe place to 
test out and reflect on positive and 
negative emotions

Clear, fair and consistent targets 
and rewards are an effective route to 
creating behavioural change

Both boys and girls need support 
to identify and share feelings. 
Masculinity is part of the problem, 
whereas constraints on girls 
expression of emotion due to gender 
stereotypes has damaging effects 
on their sense of self.

Frequent, explicit links between 
different activities is the most 
effective way to encourage transfer

01. Sandford et al - The Role of physical activity/sport in 
tackling youth disaffection and anti-social behaivour
02. EAST Behavioural Insights
03. Premier League Reading Stars 2015-16
04. Daniel H. Pink ‘Drive’

01. Croydon Thematic Review of Vulnerable Adolescents 
- March 2019
02. DfE guidance - Mental Health and Behaviour in 
Schools - Dec 2018
03. Dubois-Comtois et al., Child & Adolescent Behaviour, 
“Attachment Theory in Clinical Work with Adolescents”
04. van Daalen-Smith, 2008, “Living as a Chameleon: 
Girls, Anger and Mental Health”
05. Osler and Vincent, 2003, “Girls and Exclusion:
Rethinking the Agenda”
06. Cooper - Counselling in UK Secondary Schools
- September 2019
07. Ziotowitz et al - Service Users as the key to service 
change? - September 2016

01. Smyth - Sport & Thought: Football as Therapy
02. Sallis et al-A Review of Correlates of physical activity 
of children and adolescents
03. Coalter-Education and life long learning: summary

01. Premier League Reading Stars 2015-16 evaluation
02. Sharp - Playing for Success Academic Review
03. Contemporary Educational Psychology: An empirical 
basis for linking social and emotional learning to 
academic performance - Jan, 2019
04. EEF Review: Combining learning with sporting activity

We are confident this will work because...

INTERMEDIATE 
OUTCOMES OUTCOMES LONG TERM AIMS OUR ASSUMPTIONS EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT OUR ASSUMPTIONS

01. GLA: A Public Health Approach to Reducing Youth 
Violence, July 2018
02. The cost of school holidays for young people from low 
income families, Stewart et. al, May 2018
03. Timpson Review of School Exclusion, DfE, May 2019

IMPACT AREA
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CLASSROOM & PITCH
CURRICULUM
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Our curriculum is focused on teaching young 
people the key skills, defined by CASEL, of self-
management, self-awareness, social awareness, 
relationship skills and responsible decision 
making. We believe these skills are the key to 
success in school and beyond, as they provide 
the foundational tools for young people to build 
relationships with their peers, practitioners and 
teachers in order to flourish. The development 
of SEL skills also has a positive impact on 
attainment. We teach these skills explicitly in the 
classroom through schemes of work tailored to 
our young people’s passions. An example of this is 
our module, ‘The Perfect Penalty’, which teaches 
self-management through the metaphor of being 
in the ideal mental and physical state to take a 
match-winning penalty. 

The football pitch then provides the safe space 
for students to demonstrate these skills in 
an environment which is familiar and playful. 
Our football curriculum is designed using with 
reflective questioning to draw out the SEL 
competency taught in the classroom. It is a place 
where young people can experience, reflect 
on, and learn from both positive and negative 
emotions, which in turn develop the key social and 
emotional competencies.

� In 2019/20, we delivered 849 classroom and 
pitch sessions throughout Term 1 and up to 
the suspension of Term 2, with an average of 
attendance of 83%. This adds up to 1698 total 
hours of session delivery.

THE FBB PROGRAMMEANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20



FBB has helped to support students’ emotional and social well being. The in-class 
sessions have positively influenced students’ ability to overcome problems in a 
logical and emotionally intelligent way. This in turn has promoted the acceptance of 
the ideas and input of others, whilst also allowing students to work collaboratively 
to come to a conclusion. Not only has thais increased students’ confidence levels, 
but also allowed them to form friendships with others external to those they would 
ordinarily socialise with. This has really promoted a sense of acceptance and 
family, with students increasing their knowledge and understanding of the cultures, 
traditions, religions and backgrounds of other students and the wider community.
– Michelle Peavoy, Assistant Vice Principal, Co-op Academy Manchester
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THERAPEUTIC
INTERVENTIONS
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“Historically, boys have been more 
difficult to engage in our school. FBB have 
been able to tap into something that they 
all love (football) and use this as a channel 
of communication. It has allowed the 
practitioners to form strong relationships 
with the students. The boys have really 
opened up and, consequently, addressed 
some of the barriers to their learning.”
− Bradley Cornish, Assistant Principal: KS3 Achievement, Saint Gabriel’s College

The introduction of Therapeutic Wellbeing Practitioners (TWPs) made ‘football 
therapy’ a reality in 2019-20, as we piloted a more intensive model including 
tailored one-to-one support for our at risk participants. These were offered 
to young people with a history of Adverse Childhood Experiences, fixed-term 
or permanent exclusions, or were SEN K-coded. Working therapeutically 
outside of the Classroom and Pitch sessions not only gave young people 
an extra touchpoint in the week with FBB, but allowed them to engage with 
the underlying causes of their disruptive behaviour with a trained adult in 
an unconventional therapeutic setting. We are expanding our provision of 
therapeutic support for at risk students over the next academic year in order 
to continue our pilot of this approach.

� There were 8 FBB Schools programmes where we piloted this model. 
Across those 8 programmes, we delivered 401 hours of 1:1 therapy.

THE FBB PROGRAMMEANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20
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TRIPS
THE FBB PROGRAMME

Trips are a core part of how we support young 
people to achieve the outcomes of improved 
behaviour for learning and increased engagement 
with the programme in Year 1. Young people are 
set behaviour targets each term and are rewarded 
with transformational opportunities outside of 
school. We aimed to deliver a minimum of four 
trips to every FBB programme in 2019-20. We 
tend to backload the academic year, with a higher 
proportion of trips taking place after the May 
half-term as a reward for low average behaviour 
points or for individuals who show a significant 
reduction and a commitment to improving them. 
COVID-19 meant we were only able to deliver trips 
towards the end of Term 1, but we did manage to 
ensure every Year 1 programme went on at least 
one trip.

In total, we delivered 47 trips, including thirteen 
professional football matches watching the likes 
of Liverpool, Chelsea, Tottenham, Manchester 
United, Crystal Palace and Fulham. We took nine 
groups out for team meals and held numerous 
workshops with professional footballers including 
Michail Antonio, Eniola Aluko, Andros Townsend, 
Felipe Anderson and Ben Mee. We created friendly 
competition and camaraderie between different 
FBB groups through delivering five different 
matches and tournaments, and we had nearly 90 
participants attend our Annual Showcase, Football 
for All, at the Tottenham Hotspur Stadium. Several 
participants also came to celebrate their progress 
on the programme at our Christmas party in Angell 
Town with Fulham’s Cyrus Christie - an experience 
they will never forget! P
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“The pupils really benefit from the external trips to meet and experience the 
professional world of football. This access really raises the cultural capital for 
our pupils and is something unique we cannot offer within school.”
– Jon Atkinson, Assistant Vice Principal, The Archbishop Lanfranc Academy
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When the Covid-19 pandemic reached the UK, FBB 
acted quickly to pull our staff out of schools on the 
Monday before lockdown was announced. We were 
then faced with a decision: do we stop all of our 
operations and programmes and prepare for the 
next academic year, or do we try and support our 
participants in whatever way possible? FBB’s core 
values - ‘We put young people first’ and ‘We care’ 
- meant that there was only one real possibility. So, 
we decided to enter lockdown determined to turn 
the crisis into an opportunity. We ran focus groups 
with young people, students, parents and teachers 
to understand the challenges we were facing. We 
pooled these insights to define them: young people 
were bored, missing their friends, structures and 
support systems and they weren’t able to access 
their school work without the help of adults. We 
harnessed the knowledge of our staff team to 
sketch ideas as to how we could support young 
people to complete their school work and engage in 
additional learning opportunities. We then decided 
on the best ideas and prototyped them, assigning 
staff roles to design, deliver, monitor and evaluate 
our virtual model - coining it the FBB Virtual School 
Day (VSD). The VSD embodied the final FBB value - 
‘We Learn’ - we interviewed practitioners after every 
session and got feedback from the young people to 
continue to improve, adapt and innovate.

COVID – 19ANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20
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COVID-19
FBB VIRTUAL SCHOOL DAY
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� We continued to work with 24 groups out of the 
46 mainstream FBB programmes.

Unfortunately we weren’t able to continue delivering 
to every FBB group. Some schools weren’t able 
to authorise us to work with their participants 
digitally, we had limitations on our own internal staff 
resource and some groups had not yet established 
a functional dynamic which could be effective in a 
virtual setting. 

However, of the groups that we continued to work 
with, we were pleased to be able to reach 499 
young people, 93% of the total cohort. 

� We delivered 332 FBB Virtual Sessions. 

Getting our young people to join our virtual 
sessions was sometimes complicated; some groups 
relished the opportunity and enjoyed the time spent 
together, whilst others preferred spending time 
outdoors, away from their computers. To ensure 
that all our young people were able to benefit 
from FBB’s virtual support, we tailored our digital 
delivery to each group’s needs.  

� We delivered 178 Digital 1:1 TWP sessions. 

COVID – 19ANNUAL REPORT 2019 – 20

Each TWP session focused on maintaining the 
therapeutic relationship between the participant 
and their TWP. Our practitioners checked in on the 
wellbeing of participants, and engaged young people 
in sensory activities and digital play. We also used 
this space to support young people with school work 
targets.Young people were provided with a space 
to talk about their experiences of lockdown and be 
reminded of their strengths and qualities. Sessions 
were designed to create positive experiences which 
boosted the self-esteem of the young person. 

� We delivered 1158 one-to-one calls with 
participants.

Different to our TWP sessions as they were not 
delivered by our team of qualified therapists, 
one-to-one calls enabled our practitioners to 
reach out to participants to undertake a focused 
discussion about how they were finding lockdown 
and their wider school work. We found this to be a 
highly effective medium for communication which 
maintained and sometimes strengthened their 
connection to FBB . 

� We delivered 1853 parent/carer calls 

We set out to ensure that all parents and carers 

felt involved and informed of the projects we 
were delivering through our Virtual School. These 
conversations informed our interventions if a 
particular young person was struggling, and if 
we were concerned about attendance, we could 
encourage the young person to attend. In some 
cases, we offered support to families who had been 
adversely affected by the pandemic. 

� We ran three three-week creative projects, focused 
on young people’s passions. These were attended by 
60 young people. 

Beyond Bars: a spoken-word project developing 
the oracy skills of our participants, and encouraging 
social and emotional reflection through lyric analysis, 
writing and performance. Young people received 
masterclasses from professional poets such as 
Suhaiymah Manzoor-Khan and Luke AG, and 
performed their final pieces to FBB Patron, Chris 
Smalling. 

Still Life: an immersive art project involving weekly 
deliveries of high-quality materials to participant’s 
homes. Young people developed their social and 
emotional skills through verbally reflecting on 
modern and classical art, as well as their own 
creative process as they learnt to sculpt, sketch 
and paint through masterclasses from professional 
artists. The project culminated in a virtual exhibition 
with members of the public and critique from artist, 
Sarah Owusu.

The Return of Football: In collaboration with popular 
football culture magazine, MUNDIAL,  football-mad 
young people explored the return of the Premier 
League, creating their own match reports of 
Newcastle United vs Manchester City. These were 
presented to the public at our digital showcase, 
Between Screens, in July.

� We ran five summer holiday programmes digitally.

Beyond Beats: fusing together music, football and 
young people’s passions, the project focused on 
the intersection of music and football in the form of 
radio. Young people developed a show through a 
series of sessions and masterclasses. 

The Ultimate Gamer: a self-management project 
developing young people’s social and emotional 
skills through the lens of gaming, featuring 
masterclasses from e-gaming company Mavreel. 

Soul Sisters: a relationship skills project bringing 
together girls from our schools across London and 
the North West to explore the role of positive female 
friendships, culminating in designing a tee shirt with 
the help of sportswear designer, Georgina Hunt, and 
footballers Mollie and Rosie Kmita.  

Our World, My Values: a social awareness project 
exploring athletes who have used their platforms 
to call for social change, featuring Q&As with Chris 
Smalling and John McAvoy. 

Faith and Football: a social and self awareness 
project for British Muslim girls seeking to empower 
and represent their views on football. The girls 
developed a letter to football and poems, along with 
a series of design sessions with fashion designers 
and creative agency, Tottenham Textiles. The project 
resulted in each girl creating a design for a hijab to 
be worn whilst playing football.
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PROGRAMMES DELIVERED
MAINSTREAM 

SCHOOLS

The Archbishop Lanfranc
Academy

Harris Garrard

Harris Morden Academy

Harrop Fold School

Haverstock

Hyndburn Academy

Kemnal Technology
College

Ladybridge High School

Marsden Heights
Community College

Sedgehill School

Saint Gabriel’s College

St Josephs College

St Marks Academy

The Albion Academy

The Barlow RC High School

The Elmgreen School

St Mary Magdalene 
C of E School

Salford City Academy

Harris Peckham Academy

Archbishop 
Tenison’s School

Beauchamps High School

Chorlton High School

Co-op Academy Manchester

Evelyn Grace Academy

Chestnut Grove Academy

Bacon’s College

The Elmgreen School

Unity School

Walthamstow Academy

William Hulme Grammar School

Educational Diversity

Harris Aspire Academy

Sandringham Primary School

CSS Children’s Support
Services

Woodlands Academy

Beckmead Family of Schools

Totteridge Academy

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Girls

Girls

Boys

Mixed

Boys

Boys

Boys

Mixed

Girls

Girls

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Mixed

Boys

Girls

Girls

Mixed

Mixed

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Mixed

Boys

Girls

Boys

Boys

Mixed

Boys

Girls

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Boys

Girls

Girls

Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Year 2

Year 2

Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 3

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Year 1

Year 2

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Year 2

Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Year 2

15

17

17

17

16

15

15

18

15

16

16

17

17

15

15

16

14

16

16

20

13

23

12

17

16

15

18

19

18

16

15

17

15

17

15

16

10

8

13

6

15

15

17

20

18

15

15

20

19

15

15

17

16

MAINSTREAM 
SCHOOLS

MAINSTREAM 
SCHOOLS

ALTERNATIVE PROVISION
& PRIMARY SCHOOLS

GENDER GENDER GENDER

GENDER

#YP #YP #YP

#YP

YEAR 
WITH FBB

YEAR
WITH FBB

YEAR
WITH FBB
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THANK YOU
OUR PARTNERS

Without the support of our many partners, we 
would not be able to deliver our work. Thank you 
to all those who contributed to the success of 
FBB Schools in 2019/20.

� Gillette & Venus
� Nike
� Salesforce
� Mishcon De Reya
� PayPal
� Bridgepoint Capital
� Hill & Knowlton Strategies
� Heinz
� Intuit Quickbooks
� The FA

GRANT MAKING TRUSTS AND
FOUNDATIONS
� Sport England
� Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
� Paul Hamlyn Foundation
� Comic Relief
� Rayne Foundation
� Impetus
� Young Londoners Fund
� Nesta
� Raise Your Hands
� Clarion Futures
� London Community Response Fund
� King Badouin Foundation

INDIVIDUALS

� Alastair Gibbons
� Harry and George Hastings
� Hannah and Tasha Brady
� Miranda Porritt
� Nicky and Richard Vernon
� Iguana Trust

In loving memory of
� Shaun Brady
� Morris Gordon
� Amir Hasan
� Freddie McLennan
� Rob Teppett

And finally, a huge thank you to all those involved 
with the FBB 2020 Challenge who raised more 
than £25,000 to support our work.

CONTACT US
www.footballbeyondborders.org
@fbeyondborders
@footballbeyondborders
@footballbeyondborders
@footballbeyondborders

If you have any questions about this impact report or 
the FBB programme, please contact:

� Ceylon Andi Hickman
Head of Impact
chickman@footballbeyondborders.org

To support/donate to the FBB Schools programme, 
please contact:

� James Reeves
Grants and Community Manager
jreeves@footballbeyondborders.org
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